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Abstract

The significant advancement in Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) have enabled the generation of several gigabytes of
raw data in a single sequencing run. This amount of raw data introduces new scalability challenges in processing, storing
and analyzing it, which cannot be solved using a single workstation, the only resource available for the majority of
biological scientists, in a reasonable amount of time. These scalability challenges can be complemented by provisioning
computational and storage resources using Cloud Computing in a cost-effective manner. There are multiple cloud
providers offering cloud resources as a utility within various business models, service levels and functionalities. However,
the lack of standards in cloud computing leads to interoperability issues among the providers rendering the selected one
unalterable. Furthermore, even a single provider offers multiple configurations to choose from. Therefore, it is essential to
develop a decision making system that facilitates the selection of the suitable cloud provider and configuration together
with the capability to switch among multiple providers in an efficient and transparent manner. In this paper, we
propose BioCloud as a single point of entry to a multi-cloud environment for non-computer savvy bio-researchers. We
discuss the architecture and components of BioCloud and present the scheduling algorithm employed in BioCloud.
Experiments with different use-cases and scenarios reveal that BioCloud can decrease the workflow execution time for
a given budget while encapsulating the complexity of resource management in multiple cloud providers.
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1. Introduction

The last decade have witnessed rapid advances in the
field of genomics thanks to the evolution of the genome
sequencing technologies which lead to accelerated gener-
ation of digital biological information in unprecedented
amounts. The emergence of high-throughput NGS has rev-
olutionized genomics research by providing an astounding
cost reduction making the whole genome sequencing pos-
sible for as low as $1,000 [1] and hence making the tech-
nology pervasive. The availability of NGS on a wider scale
with its decreased cost and high-throughput have paved
the way for more complex NGS data at a rate outpacing
the advances in computation and storage capacities [2].

Minimizing the impact of the increased data complex-
ity requires scalable solutions for storing and analyzing
massive NGS data. The scalability issues of NGS drives
the efforts to cloud computing, which is converging as a
frontier to address this class of problems by enabling large
scale computing resources on demand, tailored to specific
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requirements in a pay-per-use manner [2]. Cloud comput-
ing renders maintaining large clusters unnecessary while
handling peak-time loads and addressing issues such as
availability, load balancing and fault tolerance.

Cloud providers tend to offer resources through their
custom APIs which restrict the development of the tools
with respect to the vendor specific API. In the long term,
customers are restricted to the vendor and cannot migrate
from one cloud provider to another seamlessly. The pro-
posed BioCloud1 employs a Multi-Cloud [6] model and
acts as a broker across the resources of multiple cloud
providers. Considering the vast number of hardware pro-
files available for selection in cloud providers, complexity
of determining the hardware profiles to be used and their
quantity can be overwhelming not to mention the com-
plexity of resource provisioning and configuration. Note
that there are 38 current generation “instance types” in
EC2 [7] and 19 “flavors” in RackSpace [8] available to
choose. Some of these hardware profiles are optimized for
memory, cpu, storage, etc. BioCloud analyzes workflow

1The term BioCloud is also used by the Beijing Institute of Ge-
nomics [3] to denote their bioinformatics cloud system. Recently,
the term BioCloud has been used as a general term to indicate the
cloud-based bioinformatics applications [4]. In this paper, the term
BioCloud denotes our multi-cloud bioinformatics framework [5].
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steps and evaluates hardware profiles in available resources
while considering user requirements such as deadline, bud-
get, etc. in order to determine the type and number of
resources to be used for each of the workflow steps indi-
vidually. BioCloud ensures availability of resources for
workflow execution by provisioning resources in such a way
that the resources are neither wasted nor additional delay
occurred due to the waiting time for resource initialization
(i.e., booting the resource, dynamic cluster configuration
on the cloud, etc.). This requires a scheduling algorithm
which considers several resource options (hardware profiles
in cloud providers, possibility of configuring a cluster in
the cloud and determining the number of compute nodes
to be used) and the possibility of exploiting parallelism
which is the main focus of this paper. Scheduling may not
yield the best solution unless an accurate estimation for
the running times cannot be attained. BioCloud exploits
its profiler to keep the execution times of the tools on the
given resources considering the size of the input and out-
put files. This enables a means to estimate the execution
time of the workflow steps. Scheduler employs resource
manager to ensure availability of the resources before the
workflow steps are dispatched for execution. Scheduler
also evaluates the workflow steps for parallelism and mod-
ifies workflows to enable parallelism if possible. Scheduler
cooperates with the workflow manager and takes care of
the required manipulations on the data and tool settings.

BioCloud encapsulates all the complexity of resource
management and provides a single entry point to create
custom workflows and run them in a simple and efficient
manner through its user-friendly web-interface. The pub-
lic virtual machine (VM) image we provide [5] can be em-
ployed to start a BioCloud instance. We assume Bio-
Cloud users have an existing account in at least one of the
cloud providers. In order to start using BioCloud, users
create a BioCloud account through the web-interface,
and complete their profiles by providing the available re-
sources to be used. The resources can be cloud account(s),
local clusters, servers, and datasets. Then a BioCloud
instance is started on the cloud using the provided cloud
credentials. Once the instance is initialized, leaving work-
flow manager interface (Galaxy [9]) is presented to the
user which runs on one of the resources provided by the
user. The workflows created by the user are executed over
the computational resources defined earlier. If multiple
computational resources are available, jobs in a multi-step
workflow can be run on different resources based on the
scheduling algorithm and the user requirements. Bio-
Cloud strives to exploit parallelism to reduce the overall
workflow execution time by running parallel steps using
different computing resources or dividing a single step into
multiple parallel steps by partitioning the input data and
computation, whenever possible.

BioCloud offers a loosely coupled architecture through
its service oriented architecture. BioCloud Portal web-
service is employed to expose some of the functionalities
of the system so that some of the workflow decisions (i.e.,

when to dispatch a workflow step and where to run this
step) are delegated to the BioCloud Portal web-service.
This enables modularity where scheduling logic is sepa-
rated from the core workflow system. This provides the
flexibility of updating the scheduling algorithm and other
features of the system (i.e., improving abstract workflows
submitted by the user and presenting the new workflow
for execution) without requiring a software update on the
user side.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
compares the features of the proposed work with notable
studies from the literature. Section 3 details the proposed
BioCloud architecture. The proposed scheduling algo-
rithm is discussed in Section 4. Section 5 demonstrates the
features of the proposed system by evaluating BioCloud
using two real-life use-cases. Finally, the concluding re-
marks are given in Section 6.

2. Related Work

The vast amount of data generated by NGS platforms
poses a challenge to store, access and manipulate data in
an efficient manner within a reasonable amount of time.
A single workstation is often not sufficient to complete the
analysis in a reasonable amount of time and organizations
need to own and maintain specific type of hardware to
handle operations in such scale. To remedy the problem,
some efforts have focused on parallelizing existing tools us-
ing various distributed memory parallelism schemes, such
as MPI (Message Passing Interface) [10, 11] or MapRe-
duce [12, 13]. However, both approaches require dealing
with complex software frameworks and hence require ex-
perienced developers for efficient parallelization, and also
experienced users to use developed applications.

In the rest of this section, we discuss various frame-
works commonly used in bioinformatics based on the un-
derlying infrastructure they support.

2.1. Web-based Frameworks

Many frameworks, such as Grendel [14], provides a web
service based architecture to access high performance com-
puting (HPC) resources. Web services can be invoked
remotely so that the functionality of the deployed tools
can be exposed on the network without interoperability
concerns. However, computational resources are limited
with the maintained HPC resources. MG-RAST [15] is an
open source platform specialized in metagenome analysis.
Users can analyze their data through the offered analysis
pipeline. The jobs and the data made public by the user
are stored in the system indefinitely which makes MG-
RAST a repository for metagenomic data.

Considering the lack of standards and complicated re-
producibility in NGS experiments, various genomics re-
search frameworks are presented such as GenePattern [16],
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Mobyle [17], and Galaxy [9] within the concept of “Repro-
ducible Research System” to support reproducible compu-
tational research. These frameworks provide a unified web-
interface to access tools, form multi-step analysis pipelines,
run the experiments and share analysis with others for
reuse. New tools can be added by writing a tool configu-
ration file in Galaxy, a server configuration file in Mobyle,
and through the web-interface in GenePattern.

Web service based solutions encapsulate the complex-
ity of the maintained infrastructure and tools and pro-
vide interoperability between different platforms. Work-
flow management systems contribute reproducibility of the
experiments. Despite the convenience of the mentioned
platforms, users are bounded to the limitations of the pro-
vided resources. Our BioCloud framework leverages the
commonly used Galaxy framework for creating workflows,
but extends that by enabling not only elasticity of the
cloud, but also provides a mechanism to use multi-cloud
providers together. Furthermore, it can improve submit-
ted abstract workflows by generating a new workflow to
exploit parallelism if possible.

2.2. Frameworks with Cloud Computing

Cloud computing is already embraced by many bioin-
formatics projects [13, 18, 19, 20]. The common approach
of these frameworks is applying the MapReduce model
to provide parallelism for a particular problem. Cloud-
Burst [18] is a parallel mapping algorithm optimized to
map NGS data to reference genomes. It is modeled by
using a short-read mapping program to report alignments
with mismatches. CloudAligner [19] is an alternative tool
for mapping short reads. It also supports pair-end map-
ping and longer reads. Crossbow [13] focuses on human
resequencing and SNP detection and unlike CloudBurst
and CloudAligner, it considers billions of reads. Cross-
bow presents a pipeline of short-read alignment and SNP
calling by combining the features of Bowtie and SOAP-
snp [21] respectively. Myrna [20] provides a pipeline to
calculate differential gene expression of the RNA-seq data
by integrating short read alignment, interval calculations,
normalization, aggregation and statistical modeling steps.
Myrna requires Bowtie, R, and Bioconductor. These frame-
works focus on a single problem such as sequence align-
ment and SNP detection. Our BioCloud framework is
not limited to a single problem and can be extended as
long as new tools are added to the workflow manager.

2.3. Frameworks as a Service

Bioinformatics frameworks which are presented as a
virtual machine also exist [22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. They pro-
vide a means of convenience by eliminating the installa-
tion and configuration of tools while ensuring configuration
consistency which facilitates reproducible research. Also,
by eliminating the time required to configure the operat-
ing system with the essential tools and data, these frame-
works can alleviate the time to start conducting research.

We also note that virtual machine images can be run on
personal computers with a virtualization software as well
as in cloud with an option of forming a cluster.

CloVR [23] is pre-configured with automated sequence
analysis pipelines for microbial genomics including whole
genome and metagenome sequence analysis. Besides the
analysis tools and pipelines, CloVR is bundled with Bi-
oLinux, job schedulers, and a workflow management sys-
tem. CloudBioLinux [24] provides several bioinformatics
tools including alignment, clustering, assembly, phyloge-
netics, etc. Tools are complemented with the provided
web-based documentation which explains tool functional-
ities. Also, scripts are provided to access a repository of
reference genomes on an Amazon S3 bucket.

Galaxy CloudMan [22] is built on top of CloudBioLinux
and it provides an integrated solution using the Galaxy
workflow management system. Thanks to the user-friendly
Galaxy interface, it is possible to design custom workflows
for various scenarios and exploit elasticity of cloud by mod-
ifying resources at run-time. Another platform, which is
based on Galaxy, is presented in [26]. By integrating a
tool, called Globus Provision, the platform automatically
deploys and configures the tools and applications required
by Galaxy. Also, Globus Transfer is integrated in order to
ensure reliable, high-performance data transfer.

2.4. Federated and Multi-Cloud Brokers

The primary objective of OPTIMIS [27] toolkit is to
provide a new cloud ecosystem that provisions the re-
sources and services using multiple coexisting cloud providers
in both federated and multi-cloud fashion. However, OP-
TIMIS requires its agents to be deployed at the cloud
provider side. This is not always feasible since the deploy-
ment depends on the permission from the cloud provider.
In our approach, we use Deltacloud [28] adapters to enable
seamless communication between different cloud providers
and BioCloud so that the requirement of deploying agents
on the cloud provider is avoided.

In Contrail [29] project, the applications get the re-
sources from multiple cloud providers using federation or
multi-cloud manner. Also, it uses internal adapters to re-
alize a cloud federation with multiple cloud providers run-
ning the contrail software and external adapters for multi-
cloud environment with the cloud providers which do not
have it. In order to support multi-cloud environment, it
requires the development of external adapters which is not
fully matured.

Aeolus [30] is a cloud management software that pro-
vides tools and services for the creation, management and
monitoring of instances across multiple clouds. BioCloud
leverages Deltacloud and TIM components of Aeolus.

2.5. Cloud Workflow Scheduling Algorithms

Though the workflow scheduling has the potential op-
portunity to utilize cloud computing, very few initiatives
are made to integrate cloud environments. For example,
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critical path allocation based workflow scheduling is pro-
posed in Rahman et al. [31], Chen et al. [32] describe an
QoS constraint ant colony optimization algorithm and Yu
et al. explain about budget constraint scheduling on util-
ity Grids using Genetic Algorithms in [33]. However, they
do not provide optimal solutions for cloud environments.
Mao and Humphrey depict a vibrant method to schedule
workflow steps on clouds [34] . The proposed approach
tries to minimize the execution cost by considering sev-
eral VM instance types with different prices. But they do
not provide a near-optimal solution. Malawski et al. [35]
explicate a deadline and budget constraint scheduling al-
gorithm which tries to maximize the amount of work com-
pleted. But, it considers a single type of VM and fails to
consider the heterogeneous nature of clouds. Abrishami et
al. [36] propose a scheduling solution which tries to opti-
mize tasks in partial critical path by executing them on
cloud resources. But they do not provide global optimiza-
tion by considering complete workflow structure. Particle
Swarm Optimization(PSO) based near-optimal scheduling
algorithm is proposed by Wu et al. [37]. Though it could
handle different VM types, it do not reap the benefit of
cloud elasticity since it presumed that it has an initial
set of VMs available ahead of time. The scheduling al-
gorithm propose by Byun et al. [38] estimated the min-
imum number of resources needed to execute the work-
flow in a cost-effective way. Though the algorithm uti-
lizes the elastic nature of cloud, it fails to consider the
heterogeneous nature of cloud by assuming a single VM
type. Maria et al. [39] propose a PSO based algorithm
to minimize the workflow execution cost satisfying dead-
line constraints. BioCloud solves the above mentioned
issues using the knowledge gained from application pro-
filer. Firstly, it classifies each tool/software used in each
workflow step into CPU,memory,storage or I/O intensive.
Secondly, it gathers the knowledge about the relationship
of execution time and cost with each instance type for
that tool/software. During workflow execution, the class
of the instance for each workflow step can be decided by
the software used in that step. Next, the initial assignment
of an apt instance from that class will be decided by ana-
lyzing their peak usage from previous runs. The number
of counts in each instance type will be decided based on
the budget and deadline constraints. The execution time
adjustment can be achieved either by assigning the high
capacity instance type which in turn reduces the execution
time or combining the dependent tasks into groups and ex-
ecute them in a single instance thereby reducing their data
transfer time. The cost adjustment can be done by either
upgrade or downgrade the instance type without affecting
deadline constraints.

3. BioCloud System Design

BioCloud follows a service oriented architecture and
consists of two main components, namely, BioCloud Por-
tal and BioCloud Workflow Manager (BCWM). Bio-

Cloud Portal implements and encapsulates functions to
orchestrate workflow execution across disparate platforms.
These functions are exposed as a service to enable inter-
operability and flexibility across platforms. BioCloud
Portal also hosts a web application to register and start
using the system. BioCloud Portal can be regarded as
the single access point of the BioCloud for all users (vir-
tual organizations). BCWM, on the other hand, is the
workflow management component of the system. While a
unique BioCloud Portal is employed for all virtual or-
ganizations (VOs), an exclusive BCWM is created and
employed for each VO. Although we provide virtual ma-
chines for both components, it is also possible to use a
custom workflow manager to consume BioCloud Portal
services due to the loosely-coupled architecture.

A VO is regarded as a single entity (organization) with
multiple users. Once a VO is registered to BioCloud,
admin of the VO can manage its own users. We note that
BioCloud does not provide computing resources and it
is assumed that VO has its own resources; which can be
a cloud provider account, local cluster, or a personal com-
puter. BioCloud uses the VO-provided resources to host
the BCWM and run the workflows. A VO may have mul-
tiple users, sharing datasets and workflows. The overall
BioCloud system architecture for multiple VOs is illus-
trated in Fig. 1.

It is possible to start using the system through the
web application hosted on BioCloud Portal. Upon reg-
istration, VO can simply define the resources to be used
by BioCloud. These resources will be employed to host
BCWM for the corresponding VO and run the workflows.
VO can select the resource to host the BCWM. If a cloud
resource is selected BioCloud initializes the BCWM in-
stance using the pre-configured BCWM image in the cor-
responding cloud provider. Once the BCWM is initial-
ized, BioCloud Portal enables the link to access the BCWM
so that the VO can visit BCWM in a seamless manner
without leaving the web-page. A local cluster or a PC can
also be used to host the BCWM if OpenStack is available
on the target system.

A single unique BCWM instance is employed per VO
to avoid data replication across multiple cloud providers
and local clusters defined by the VO. This is realized with-
out sacrificing the ability of using resources in multiple
cloud providers simultaneously which is the key contri-
bution of the presented system. Based on the workflow
and the available resources, BioCloud can determine the
computational resources to be used for particular steps.

3.1. Web Interface and User Interaction

Despite the underlying distributed architecture of mul-
tiple components (i.e., BioCloud Portal and BCWM),
users access BioCloud through a single, unified web in-
terface. This user-friendly web-interface enables users to
manage resources (i.e., local clusters and cloud services),
design and run workflows, and collect results. Workflow
management component of BioCloud is extended from
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an HTML5 web view of a terminal accessible from any 
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in a separate browser tab.  Users can customize background color 
in the terminal.  As with AjaXplorer, the unique deployment of 
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Galaxy [9] so that multi-step pipelines can be created in a
simplified manner. It is possible to specify the computa-
tional resource to be used for a particular workflow step.
Unless a particular resource is specified, BioCloud ex-
ploits its scheduling algorithm to designate the resources
to be used for each step based on the workflow and user
requirements such as cost and time. The details are pro-
vided in sections 3.2, 3.7.

3.2. Workflow Management and Execution

BioCloud workflow management component (BCWM)
enables workflow creation in a drag-and-drop fashion thanks
to the underlying Galaxy [9] application. On the design
pane, each workflow step is represented by an indepen-
dent box. Each box is associated with a tool (i.e., ap-
plication) to be used in the corresponding workflow step.
Two boxes can be connected with a directed edge to in-
dicate the data flow and the resulting data dependency
between them. Incoming and outgoing edges connected
to the box represent input and output data respectively.
Data dependency between workflow steps require preced-
ing steps to be completed before initiating following steps.
Galaxy assumes execution of the whole workflow on a sin-
gle resource which also hosts Galaxy and cannot ensure
data dependency when multiple resources of various cloud
providers and local clusters are to be used. BioCloud
eliminates such constraints and enables running different
workflow steps on different resources simultaneously or se-
quentially. BioCloud segregates workflow management
and workflow execution through its service oriented archi-
tecture. While web-services in BioCloud Portal is re-

sponsible from determining the resources to be used for
each workflow step and ensuring availability of the re-
sources through resource management and provisioning,
BCWM is responsible from dispatching workflow steps for
execution on the resources pre-determined by BioCloud
Portal and monitoring them.

Initially, BCWM informs BioCloud Portal about the
workflow to be run by sending the related information
through the web-services. In order to designate the work-
flow execution schedule and determine the resources to be
used at each step, BioCloud scheduler 3.7 is employed
by BioCloud Portal. Scheduler receives the submitted
workflow as a DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) along with
the associated tool names at each step and input data
size. One of the key features of the scheduler is inherent
workflow improvement through data partitioning and par-
allelism. Scheduler automatically manipulates the DAG
to enable parallelism. Scheduler employs profiler 3.4 to
estimate expected running times of the tools, the amount
of data to be produced, and the cost of execution to be
incurred considering available resources. Based on this in-
formation, scheduler identifies the resources to be used at
each step considering cost and time requirements. Sched-
uler employs resource manager 3.5 to ensure availability
of the resources before executing a workflow step. When
the resources are provisioned BCWM is allowed to dis-
patch the next available workflow step for execution. This
enables dynamic scaling up of the resources right before
the execution of a particular workflow step to meet the
resource demand of the corresponding VO. Resource man-
agement module also tracks the provisioned resources to
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scale down based on the supply-demand balance in the
next billing cycle of the provisioned resources.

BioCloud not only provides an efficient scheduler to
minimize execution cost while meeting cost and time re-
quirements which is the key contribution of this paper,
it also offers a user-friendly platform to encapsulate the
complexity of identifying resources to be used among sev-
eral options, using resources simultaneously on multiple
cloud providers to execute workflows while handling data
partitioning and parallelism, dynamic resource scaling and
cluster configuration in the cloud. Hiding such a complex-
ity from the user enables her to focus on the workflow
design. The user simply clicks the run button to execute
the workflow. Figure 2 depicts the steps involved in exe-
cution of a workflow where the user has Amazon EC2 and
Rackspace cloud accounts as well as local clusters.

Cluster B - VO ACluster A - VO A

User at Virtual Organization (VO) ABioCloud Portal
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Local Resources
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displayed. 

3.3 Command-line Cluster Access 
A goal of the OnDemand project is to convert as much HPC work 
as possible from a command line interface to a web application 
interface.  For example, Job Constructor started as an attempt to 
create a web app alternative to qsub and Job Monitor started as an 
attempt to create a web app alternative to qstat.  However, we are 
just starting with web apps and we recognize that command 
prompts provide great flexibility.  So, we decided to supply a 
web-based solution for obtaining terminal access on the login 
nodes of our clusters through OnDemand.  The “Cluster” menu in 
the dashboard allows users to launch a shell on either the Glenn or 
Oakley clusters.  OnDemand incorporates the Anyterm open 
source terminal emulator (http://anyterm.org).  AnyTerm provides 
an HTML5 web view of a terminal accessible from any 
compatible browser (see Figure 4).  Users can create as many 
terminal sessions as they wish.  Each terminal session is displayed 
in a separate browser tab.  Users can customize background color 
in the terminal.  As with AjaXplorer, the unique deployment of 
Anyterm ensures that each user’s UNIX userid is used in the shell. 

 
Figure 4.  OnDemand Access to Login Node Terminal. 

3.4 Web and VNC Applications 
The OnDemand applications discussed thus far focus on general 
system access (File Browser and Terminal) and job management 
(Job Constructor and Job Monitor).  In addition, the Dashboard 
can serve as a central location for any number of web and VNC 
applications (see Figure 5).   

 
Figure 5.  List of Available Web and VNC Apps 

As part of an industrial engagement program, our team built 
multiple web applications for simulating various physical 
phenomena, such as welding properties and airflow through an 
industrial manifold.  These web applications were built from a 
common web app template based on the Drupal (www.drupal.org) 
content management system called “PUDL” (pronounced 
“puddle”) for “Per-User DrupaL”.  OnDemand’s centralization of 
authentication and identity at the Dashboard, along with the 
PUDL template’s infrastructure provide the majority of 
functionality required to write a custom web app to manage HPC 
jobs.  This has reduced the time and expense required to write a 
web app and, we hope, will lead to more apps being developed. 

Regardless of the means employed to produce results, users often 
want to view their results graphically.  OnDemand supports VNC 
apps including remote desktops on Glenn and Oakley, Abaqus, 
Ansys, COMSOL and ParaView (see Figures5 and 6).  Support 
for VNC apps is provided through the establishment of a VNC 
connection between the user’s machine and a visualization server 
at OSC.In order to provide a VNC connection without requiring 
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Figure 2: Steps of a workflow execution.

3.3. Authentication

Alberich policy engine [40] is leveraged by BioCloud
to authenticate the users based on the defined roles and
permissions. BioCloud Portal exploits permissions of the
account provided by the user for the initial deployment of
the BCWM and to run the workflows. Considering the
fact that various steps of the workflow can be executed us-
ing different computational resources, the Alberich policy
engine authenticates user for the particular resource. The
users provide cloud service credentials so that the Alberich
policy engine retrieves roles, permissions, and privileges
to authenticate and authorize users for the resource pools.
Accessing the image details, profiler information, resource
information and the allowed actions are determined based
on the access rights. The policy engine is extended so that
the resources from different cloud resources can be used.

3.4. Profiler

Scheduling distributed applications can be challenging
in a multi-cloud environment due to the lack of knowl-
edge about the application characteristics. In order to

realize a versatile multi-cloud scheduling algorithm, the
knowledge about the application’s runtime behavior on
various resources is needed. Besides, not all the applica-
tions exhibit same kind of resource consumption pattern
in all stages. Thus, looking into the resource consumption
pattern, extracting the knowledge and classifying the ap-
plications can assist the scheduling algorithm for a better
decision making in a multi-cloud environment. In Bio-
Cloud, we present a profiler component that monitors
the resource consumption of applications and stores it in
a profile database. BioCloud monitors execution of the
workflow steps individually and collects profiling informa-
tion such as running time and output file size for the tool
used in the corresponding workflow step considering the
resources exploited such as CPU, memory, number of com-
pute nodes if a cluster is used, input file size, etc.

3.5. Resource Manager

Resource manager is a component to collect the re-
source information about various resources hosted in mul-
tiple cloud environments periodically. This information
includes but not limited to hardware, OS image, network,
secondary storage and memory of all the instances present
in multiple clouds. For advanced metrics, the instances are
enabled with cloud monitoring tools such as cloud watch
and then these metrics are up-streamed to the broker via
Deltacloud APIs. This resource information together with
image information gives the unified view about the multi-
cloud environment that will be used by the scheduler.

3.6. Image Manager

Image manager is a component to collect the avail-
able VM image information from multiple cloud providers.
This information includes but not limited to Operating
System, metadata about the software installed and the
description of all the images present in multiple clouds. It
can be collected from the images deployed in various cloud
providers using Deltacloud API via controller. BCWM
uses image manager to lunch new instances.

3.7. Scheduler

Dynamic nature of the multi-cloud environment and
availability of wide variety of resources with diverse char-
acteristics and capabilities demands provisioning appro-
priate set of resources in a dynamic manner in order to
satisfy the requirements of an application. Some of the
recent work focuses on managing applications modeled as
bag of tasks. For example, the scheduling algorithm in [41]
uses a linear programming model to calculate the optimal
deployment configuration. The scheduler adds and elimi-
nates instances based on the incoming requests. The work
of [42] focuses on the bag of distributed tasks and intro-
duces a heuristic algorithm that takes into account the
location of the running tasks and their data sources. In
contrast to these studies, the resource provisioning sched-
uler in BioCloud manages the workflow as a directed
acyclic graph (DAG).
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Efficient cloud computing requires solving multi-objective
combinatorial problems such as partitioning and schedul-
ing. Our goal is providing a scheduler which considers cost
and time to complete tasks so that the resources are allo-
cated in a such way that the execution time is reduced for
the given budget while the throughput and resource uti-
lization is improved. Therefore, scheduler should be aware
of the cost model, resource availability and favorable sub-
mission time of all the cloud providers to estimate the cost
involved in resource schedule. The scheduler should have
the capability to estimate the completion time of an appli-
cation using profiling information of the tools based on the
earlier executions. One can model the execution time and
utilize that for deciding the optimum number of resources
under different scheduling scenarios [43].

BioCloud scheduler regards the submitted workflows
as DAG and aims to maximize parallelization. For steps
that can be executed in a data-parallel manner, BioCloud
partitions the data and hence the associated computation
as much as possible to decrease the overall running time.
Once the user submits the workflow for execution, Bio-
Cloud partitions the data to match with the available
resources. The details of the scheduling algorithm is pro-
vided in the next section.

Galaxy [9] also provides a partitioning capability for
the tools. However, it cannot fully optimize the execution
of workflows where two (or more) consecutive steps can
be run using the partitioned data. In such cases, Galaxy
would redundantly merge and partition the data in be-
tween the consecutive steps. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the
partitioning scheme we employed in our scheduler post-
pones the merging step until it is required.

Figure 3: Partitioning scheme in BioCloud’s scheduler avoids
redundant merging and partitioning.

4. Scheduling Algorithm

BioCloud scheduler aims to designate a schedule for
the given abstract workflow so that the execution of the
improved workflow can be completed within the given dead-
line using the supplied budget. Scheduler also determines

the resources to be used in each workflow step and coop-
erates with the Resource Manager to ensure provisioning
of these resources. A formal definition of the scheduling
algorithm is given in Alg. 1 and Alg. 2. Notations used in
the algorithm are summarized in Table 1.

The scheduling algorithm initially evaluates whether
the given workflow can be improved or not through data
partitioning and restructures the provided abstract work-
flow considering execution time and cost of the workflow
when different partition counts are used (Alg. 2). Dur-
ing this phase of the algorithm, g ∈ G, the subset of the
tasks that can be executed in a data-parallel manner, is
identified (Alg. 2, line 1). Having been subject to DAG, g
may contain one or more tasks. For example, in the Ex-
omeSeq workflow, presented in Section 5.1.2, sampe and
alignment steps form g due to data dependency between
them and thus the same partition count will be used for
both steps. On the other hand, no data dependency exists
between the functional annotation steps in the Transcrip-
tome Assembly workflow, presented in Section 5.1.3, and
therefore different partition counts may be used. Remark
that the partition count denotes the number of compute
nodes to be used.

As mentioned earlier, BioCloud exploits its profiler
to estimate the execution time of the tasks based on the
input file size and the resource profile to be used while con-
sidering earlier executions. Similar to our earlier work [44],
we use kNN [45] as the model learning algorithm. The k
nearest executions in our profile are retrieved based on a
distance metric on the input parameters and their execu-
tion times are averaged and used to estimate the execution
time. Cost can be calculated by considering the estimated
execution time and the hourly cost of the resource profile
to be used (Alg. 2, line 2).

The abstract workflow is restructured based on the de-
sired partition count in accordance with the number of
available resources that can be used in parallel and im-
proved workflow is obtained (Alg. 2, line 4). Enabling par-
allelism may decrease the overall execution time of g up to
a certain point and increasing the partition count beyond
that may not yield the best solution due to the increased
cost of resources and the inherent limits of parallelization
which is related to the dynamics of the application. Con-
sidering this, we define an improvement function, I, and
two thresholds, T and T ′, to determine the partition count
while considering changes in execution time and cost. I is
defined based on the relative execution time reduction and
the cost increase (Alg. 2, line 6). If the relative time/cost
improvement and the absolute time reduction are above
the thresholds T and T ′ respectively, (Alg. 2, line 7), ap-
plication of data partitioning to the abstract workflow will
be pursued with the increased partition count.

BioCloud scheduler pursues a heuristic where the al-
lotments of the workflow steps are initialized with the
cheapest resource profile (Alg. 1, line 1) and gradually
ameliorated while the workflow execution time is above
the deadline and the cost is less than the available bud-
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Table 1: Notation

G = (V, E) DAG of tasks V, task dependency edges E
R = Z ∪ U Resources (Private and Public cloud)

D Deadline
B Budget
L Set of tasks in critical path

W (L) Overall runtime of DAG
C(G) Overall cost of DAG
g Subset of G

amc Resource profile (∈ R) incurring the cheapest cost
I Relative runtime improvement based on cost
Aj List of profiles (∈ R) ordered by cost for vj
Ij List of improvements upon using profiles in Aj for vj
T Relative runtime/cost improvement threshold
T ′ Absolute runtime reduction threshold

Algorithm 1 Schedule(G, R, D, B)

1: setResourceProfile(G, amc)
2: improveWF(G)
3: for j = {1, 2, . . . , |V|} do
4: Aj , Ij = getValidAllotments(vj)
5: end for
6: groupTasksOnCP(L,D)
7: W (L), C(G) = getRunningTimeAndCost(G)
8: while W (L) > D and C(G) < B do
9: maxI = maxIStep = −1

10: for ∀vj ∈ L do
11: I = getNextAllocationImpr(vj , Ij)
12: if I > max then
13: maxI = I
14: maxIStep = vj
15: end if
16: end for
17: if maxI == −1 then
18: break . deadline/budget cannot be met
19: end if
20: updateGroupAllocation(G,getGroup(maxIStep))
21: groupTasksOnCP(L,D)
22: W (L), C(G) = getRunningTimeAndCost(G)
23: end while

get. This procedure introduces two challenges that need
to be addressed. The first one is identifying the workflow
step(s) for allotment improvement and the second one is
determining the new allotment(s) for the selected workflow
step(s). To address these issues, a list of allotments, Aj ,
and the resulting improvement, Ij , are assigned to each
individual workflow step (Alg. 1, lines 3-5). Aj is not only
sorted in the ascending order of cost but also it ensures
a certain improvement, I, upon using the next allotment
in the list. We use the same improvement function, I, as
defined earlier to assess the resource profiles for the cor-
responding workflow step. The list of “valid” allotments,
Aj , may contain a subset of available resource profiles and

may vary for different workflow steps.
Data dependency between workflow steps may pose a

major burden on meeting the deadline when consecutive
workflow steps run on different resource types or cloud
providers. This is referred to as inter-cluster data trans-
fer and the cost may not be negligible especially in terms
of time considering the large amount of data to be trans-
ferred. To ensure feasability of inter-cluster data transfers
for the given deadline, it may be imperative to group tasks
on the critical path so that the tasks in the same group
will be executed on the same resource. Initially, we assume
all the tasks to be run on a different resource and thus we
regard each task as a separate group. If the inter-cluster
data transfers are feasible for the given deadline, group-
ing of the tasks is completed. Otherwise, two groups with
a data dependency that incurs the highest data transfer
time are merged as a single group until meeting the dead-
line requirement. This process is referred to as grouping
tasks on the critical path (Alg. 1, line 6).

Algorithm 2 improveWF(G)

1: while g = getUnvisitedPartitionableSubset(G) do
2: W (L), C(g) = getRunningTimeAndCost(g)
3: n = 2 . # nodes that will be used
4: g′ = restructureSubset(g, n)
5: W (L′), C(g′) = getRunningTimeAndCost(g′)

6: I = (W (L)−W (L′))/W (L)
(C(g′)−C(g))/C(g)

7: while ((I > T ) && (W (L) − W (L′) > T ′)) ‖
(C(g′)− C(g) < 0)) do

8: g′ = restructureSubset(g, ++n)
9: W (L) = W (L′), C(g) = C(g′)

10: W (L′), C(g′) = getRunningTimeAndCost(g′)

11: I = (W (L)−W (L′))/W (L)
(C(g′)−C(g))/C(g)

12: end while
13: end while

In the rest of the algorithm, we ameliorate the allot-
ments in an iterative manner to meet the deadline as long
as sufficient budget exists to cover the costs to be incurred
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(Alg. 1, line 8). Recall that we already considered avail-
able allotments for each individual step and “valid” allot-
ments along with the resulting improvements are available.
Thus, we can identify the workflow step with the highest
improvement (Alg. 1, lines 9-16). Note that, the require-
ments may not always be satisfied due to the lack of suf-
ficient budget or the tight deadline (Alg. 1, lines 17-19).
Since we enforce the workflow steps in the same group to be
run on the same resource, the new allotment is applied for
the steps in the identified group (Alg. 1, line 20). Critical
path is updated upon the change of the resource allocation
and the execution time and the cost are calculated again.
The algorithm proceeds unless the execution time drops
below the deadline or the cost exceeds the budget.

5. Experimental Evaluation

5.1. Evaluating Flexibility and Interoperability

Here, we present two different scenarios to demonstrate
the smooth transition from a single workstation, the only
resource available for the majority of biological scientists,
to a multi-cloud environment. In the first scenario, only a
single workstation is assumed to be available to the user.
On the other hand, besides the workstation we assume
availability of multiple cloud resources in the second sce-
nario. Two different cloud vendors are selected to demon-
strate the flexibility and interoperability of BioCloud.
These scenarios are tested with two different use cases
(bioinformatics workflows) as explained below. We first
specify the system configurations used.

5.1.1. Environment

Our testbed consist of a local workstation, and multiple
instances from two cloud vendors; Amazon and Rackspace.
The workstation is equipped with two Intel Xeon E5520
CPU clocked at 2.27Ghz and 48GB memory. Each CPU is
a quad-core, with HyperThreading enabled and all cores
share a 8MB L3 cache. The “instance type” BioCloud
uses on Amazon EC2, is M3 general purpose double extra
large (m3.2xlarge). This configuration has 8 cores with a
memory of 30GB. The “flavor” selected on Rackspace is
Performance 2 with a memory of 30GB and 8 cores. More
information regarding the configuration of these particular
instance types can be found in the respective cloud ven-
dors’ websites. BioCloud forms a dynamic cluster, on
the fly, upon needed in the corresponding cloud service
using instances of these types.

5.1.2. Use Case I: ExomeSeq Workflow

Our first use case is an exome sequence analysis pipeline
obtained from our collaborators [46], which we will call as
ExomeSeq. Test and control data with paired-end reads
are used as input. In the first two steps, sequencing reads
are aligned to human reference genome using BWA [47]
alignment and sampe steps. The third step sorts the align-
ments by leftmost coordinates. Duplicates are marked in

the following two steps using two different tools. In step
six, local realignments around indels are performed and the
last step detects indels. The abstract ExomeSeq workflow
is depicted in Fig. 4. The readers can refer to [46] for more
information regarding the workflow steps.

Figure 4: Abstract ExomeSeq workflow for BioCloud.

As mentioned earlier, one of the key features of Bio-
Cloud is its inherent workflow improvement facility through
data partitioning and parallelism. BioCloud scheduler
evaluates the submitted abstract workflow and generates
an optimized workflow that would utilize available resources
and hence enable parallelism. For example, for the ab-
stract ExomeSeq workflow designed by the user (Fig. 4),
BioCloud designates an improved version of this work-
flow as given in Fig. 5. Here, BioCloud scheduler checks
whether data partitioning can be enabled for workflow
steps and considering available resources and profiling data
of earlier executions BioCloud scheduler determines to
dispatch the test data and the control data to separate
cloud resources for execution. In our scenario, the work-
flow steps for test data are run in Amazon EC2 and the
steps for the control data are run in Rackspace. The out-
put data of step six are transferred back to workstation
and the last step is executed locally where the final result
will also be stored.

The execution times of the ExomeSeq workflow us-
ing a single workstation and multiple cloud resources are
provided in Fig. 6. It can be observed that the total exe-
cution time is reduced by half thanks to data partitioning
and parallelism in the first two steps. While the jobs are
run sequentially on the single workstation, a higher level
of scalability is attained by partitioning data, creating a
separate job for each data part and dispatching jobs to dif-
ferent compute nodes in the cluster formed in the respec-
tive cloud resources. It should be noted that data transfer
time is also considered for the cloud environments. De-
pending on the sequence of workflow steps, data flow and
the characteristics of the tools used in the workflow steps,
total execution time can be reduced even further through
simultaneous execution of the steps on different computing
resources.

5.1.3. Use Case II: Transcriptome Assembly and Func-
tional Annotation

De novo transcriptome assembly and functional anno-
tation is considered as an essential but computationally
intensive step in bioinformatics. The objective of the as-
sembly and the annotation workflow is to assemble a big
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Figure 5: Generated workflow

Figure 6: Execution times of the ExomeSeq workflow on a
single workstation and multi-cloud environments

dataset of short reads and extract the functional annota-
tion for the assembled contigs. As can be seen in Fig. 7,
the workflow consists of four stages. The first stage is
data cleaning in which a Trimmomatic [48] tool is ap-
plied on the paired-end reads dataset. After that, the
output is converted to fasta format. In stage two, the
assembly, the clean dataset is used as input to five dif-
ferent denovo transcriptome assemblers: Tran-Abyss [49],
SOAPdenovo-Trans [50], IDBA-tran [51], Trinity [52] and
Velvet-Oases [53]. The assembled contigs from each assem-
bler are merged and used as input to stage three which in-
cludes clustering and removing redundant contigs as well
as applying reassembly for the unique contigs. In stage
three, we used TGICL tool [54] which utilizes MEGABLAST
[55] for contigs clustering and CAP3 [56] for assembly.
Functional annotation is done in the last stage and it is the
most computational part. The blast comparison and func-
tional annotation used in this workflow follows the pipeline
detailed in [57]. Three major sequences databases: NCBI
Non-redundant protein sequences (nr), Uniprot/Swiss-Prot
and Uniprot/TrEMBL, are used in the sequences compar-
ison steps. The Blastx results are parsed in the last step

and their associated GO categories are generated.

Figure 7: Assembly and annotation workflow

The used dataset is rice transcriptome data from Oryza
sativa 9311 (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra/SRX017631).
9.8M paired-end reads of 75bp length and totaling 1.47
Gbp were generated using Illumina GA platform [58]. The
output contigs of TGICL step were filtered by removing
contigs of length less than 400 base pairs. For practi-
cal issues, the number of sequences of the three proteins
databases were reduced to 1% of it’s original sequences
count and the databases were installed in the single work-
station and remote clusters.

Figure 8: Execution times of the assembly and annotation
workflow on a single workstation and multi-cloud

environments

Similar to ExomeSeq, transcriptome assembly and an-
notation use case is tested in two different scenarios. In
the first one, we assume that the user has access to a single
commodity workstation to run the workflow. The second
scenario assumes availability of multiple cloud resources
besides the workstation. Fig. 8 illustrates the workflow
execution times considering both scenarios. It can be seen
that by utilizing the cloud resources BioCloud increases
the performance 4 times. It can also be observed that the
execution time of the annotation step is reduced the most
due to the availability of running this step in parallel after
partitioning the input data.
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5.2. Evaluating Time and Cost Efficiency

In this subsection, we evaluate BioCloud in terms of
cost and execution time efficiency by considering two dif-
ferent user scenarios on ExomeSeq and Transcriptome as-
sembly workflows, in comparison with running each work-
flow with BioCloud scheduler.

In the first user scenario, we assume a user with lim-
ited budget who selects a considerably cheap resource pro-
file in order to minimize the workflow execution cost. In
the second scenario, we assume a user with considerable
amount of budget so that the user is tempted to use the
most powerful configurations, which also has high hourly
cost. We provide the results for both ExomeSeq work-
flow and Transcriptome Assembly workflow. The results
for the ExomeSeq workflow are depicted in Figures 9 and
10 while the results for Transcriptome Assembly are shown
in Figures 11 and 12 respectively in terms of the resource
scaling and the incurred cost. In the figures, we denote the
first scenario with “LB” (representing user with Limited
Budget) and the second scenario with “LT” (representing
user with Limited Time).

Figures 9 and 11 show the number of allocated nodes
while running three scenarios: LB, LT and BioCloud
Portal’s scheduler (BCP). As expected LT scenario al-
ways completes before LB, since LT uses more powerful
instances. As seen in the figures 10 and 12, while LB is try-
ing to minimize the cost using cheapest resources, it ends
up with a longer workflow execution time and eventually
with an even higher cost than the solution offered by Bio-
Cloud (BCP). Similarly, while LT is trying to minimize
the execution time using expensive configurations, the user
only obtains limited benefit in the execution time reduc-
tion while incurring much more cost. These results show
that while BioCloud provides a flexible and easy to use
environment for users to execute their workflows according
to their preferences, users could also benefit BioCloud’s
scheduler to further optimize time vs. cost trade-off.
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Figure 9: Scaling of the resources during the ExomeSeq workflow
execution.

Figure 10: Change in the cost of executing ExomeSeq workflow.
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Figure 11: Scaling of the resources during the Transcriptome
Assembly workflow execution.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we present BioCloud, a Cloud Bro-
ker system, that can reduce workflow execution time for
the given budget thanks to BioCloud scheduler. Bio-
Cloud enables extending local resources to a multi-cloud
environment to exploit parallelism by simultaneous use of
multiple computing resources for the non-computer savvy
bio-researchers who lack the sufficient computing resources
in order to complete executing their workflows in a reason-
able amount of time. BioCloud collects data regarding
execution behavior of the tools considering the resources
in use so that the profiler can estimate running time and
cost for the BioCloud scheduler. This enables determin-
ing the most efficient hardware profile to be used for the
corresponding workflow steps. BioCloud manages re-
source provisioning and configuration on disparate cloud
resources to assure availability of matching resources to
meet the requirements dynamically at the run-time. This
requires dynamic cluster configuration and dynamic scal-
ing of the compute nodes in the cluster which would be
overwhelming for the users otherwise. Another key feature
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Figure 12: Change in the cost of executing Transcriptome
Assembly workflow.

of BioCloud is the inherent workflow improvement facil-
ity which enhances the submitted abstract workflows and
generates an improved version on-the-fly through data par-
titioning and parallelism. User-friendly BioCloud plat-
form encapsulates all such complexities and simplifies the
migration from single workstation to a multi-cloud envi-
ronment so that the users can focus on the workflow de-
sign.
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Supplementary Materials

• Fig. S1 : Full size image of the abstract ExomeSeq
workflow Fig. 4.

• Fig. S2 : Full size image of the generated workflow
Fig. 5.

• Fig. S3 : Full size image of the assembly and anno-
tation workflow Fig. 7.
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